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Objective: To examine the use of distinctive materials at

encoding on recall-to-reject monitoring processes in aging and

Alzheimer disease (AD).

Background: AD patients, and to a lesser extent older adults,

have shown an impaired ability to use recollection-based

monitoring processes (eg, recall-to-reject) to avoid various types

of false memories, such as source-based false recognition.

Method: Younger adults, healthy older adults, and AD patients

engaged in an incidental learning task, in which critical category

exemplars were either accompanied by a distinctive picture or

were presented as only words. Later, participants studied a series

of categorized lists in which several typical exemplars were

omitted and were then given a source memory test.

Results: Both older and younger adults made more accurate

source attributions after picture encoding compared with word-

only encoding, whereas AD patients did not exhibit this

distinctiveness effect.

Conclusions: These results extend those of previous studies

showing that monitoring in older adults can be enhanced with

distinctive encoding, and suggest that such monitoring processes

in AD patients many be insensitive to distinctiveness.
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Memory is not a perfect record of the past, but is
instead a constructive process that is subject to

various kinds of errors and distortions.1–4 During the past
decade, there has been a notable increase in the study
of memory distortion in a variety of neuropsychologic
patient populations, including patients with Alzheimer
disease (AD) (for a review, see Ref. 5).

In addition to their inability to retrieve desired
information, AD patients also suffer from distortions of
memory6 that may impair their ability to live indepen-
dently.7 The susceptibility of AD patients to various
memory distortions may stem in part from deficits in
recollection-based retrieval monitoring processes.8–10

Recollection-based monitoring refers to decision pro-
cesses in which retrieval of various types of information
from a study episode allows one to reject an event as
false.11 Failures of retrieval monitoring may be important
not only to individuals with various types of brain
damage, such as AD patients, but also to healthy older
adults, who likewise have shown an increased suscepti-
bility to false memories (for a review, see Ref. 12).

One type of retrieval monitoring that has been
shown to suppress false memories in younger adults is
termed ‘‘recall-to-reject,’’ in which recollecting that
an item occurred in 1 source or context allows one to
reject that the item occurred in another context.11,13 A
number of studies have shown that, across a variety of
experimental paradigms, older adults are impaired at
recall-to-reject monitoring compared with younger
adults.13–18 However, Gallo et al19 recently showed
that older adults can engage a recall-to-reject process
as well as younger adults when distinctive materials
(ie, pictures) were used. In the Gallo et al study, younger
and older adults studied items presented as a red word, as
a picture, or as both, and were then asked to decide
whether test words had been studied as red words (red
word test) or as pictures (picture test). When the study
formats were manipulated so that items were never
presented as both a red word and a picture (ie, a mutually
exclusive condition), older adults reduced their source
confusions relative to the nonexclusive condition, con-
sistent with the use of a recall-to-reject monitoring
process. Furthermore, older adults were as effective asCopyright r 2008 by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
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younger adults at using a recall-to-reject strategy when
the items to be recollected were pictures.

Recall-to-reject monitoring, which depends on
retrieval of studied information to avoid false memories,
can be contrasted with another type of recollection-based
monitoring in which the failure to retrieve information
allows one to reject a memory. For example, Israel and
Schacter20 presented 1 group of younger adults with lists
of semantic associates in which each word was presented
auditorily and was also accompanied by a corresponding
picture. A second group heard the same words auditorily,
but saw a visual presentation of the word instead of an
accompanying picture. Israel and Schacter found that
encoding items as pictures yielded lower false recognition
of both semantically related and semantically unrelated
lures than did word encoding alone, suggesting the use of
a process they termed the distinctiveness heuristic.21

According to Schacter and colleagues, the distinctiveness
heuristic is a retrieval monitoring process in which
expectations of recollecting distinctive information (eg,
pictures) is used to avoid false recognition (for a review,
see Ref. 21). Schacter et al22 extended the use of the
distinctiveness heuristic to include older adults. Schacter
et al found that like young adults, older adults were able
to suppress their false recognition with pictorial encoding,
relative to older adults who studied semantic associates
without pictures. Furthermore, in the Gallo et al19 study
discussed earlier, older adults were shown to use a
distinctiveness heuristic as well as younger adults when
unrelated items were used.

In the present study, we ask whether the use of
distinctive information can aid AD patients in recall-
to-reject monitoring. Several studies have shown that AD
patients are impaired at recall-to-reject monitoring
relative to controls.10,23–25 However, these studies used
various paradigms involving words, including associative
recognition with word pairs,23 word-stem completion,24,25

and categorized word lists.10 Therefore, it is unknown
whether recall-to-reject processes in AD patients are
facilitated with distinctive pictures.

There are 2 alternative predictions concerning AD
patients’ use of distinctive pictures in recall-to-reject
monitoring. First, AD patients should benefit from
encoding distinctive pictures. This prediction stems from
studies that have examined AD patients’ ability to use a
distinctiveness heuristic. For example, Budson et al8

examined whether AD patients could use pictures to
reduce false recognition of semantic associates. Using the
same paradigm as that employed by Schacter et al,22

Budson et al found that AD patients who studied pictures
were unable to reduce their false alarms compared with
patients who studied words only, and in fact, showed
trends toward greater false recognition. The authors
argued that for the AD patients, the pictures likely
enhanced memory for the gist of the semantic associates,
and that this gist memory may have overwhelmed any
effect of a distinctiveness heuristic. To remove the
possible confound of the gist memory, Budson et al26

employed a repetition-lag paradigm to investigate the use

of a distinctiveness heuristic in AD patients. In this
paradigm, participants study either a list of unrelated
words or pictures and then make old-new judgments
about previously studied words and new words. Impor-
tantly, new words are presented twice during the test, with
a varying number of intervening words (ie, lag) between
the first and second occurrence. Participants are in-
structed to say ‘‘old’’ to studied words and to say ‘‘new’’
to nonstudied words, even words that repeat. Thus, the
use of unrelated materials removes the gist influences
inherent when using lists of semantic associates. Budson
et al found that AD patients were able to use a
distinctiveness heuristic, although they were not able to
use it on a selective basis. That is, AD patients reduced
both true and false recognition after pictorial encoding
compared with word encoding, possibly reflecting a shift
to a more conservative response bias. Supporting the idea
that patients with AD can use a distinctiveness heuristic to
reduce their false recognition to some degree, Gallo et al9

found that AD patients were able to use a distinctiveness
heuristic to reduce false recognition of unfamiliar (non-
studied) lures, although they were unable to use the
heuristic to reduce false recognition of familiar lures.

Therefore, the ability to use a distinctive heuristic in
AD patients (albeit to a limited degree) may allow them
to take advantage of pictorial information in recall-
to-reject monitoring. However, to the extent that recall-
to-reject reflects source-monitoring processes,27 pictures
may not boost recall-to-reject monitoring in AD patients.
A number of studies have shown that the ability to
recollect source information in AD patients is impaired
relative to older controls.9,10,28–33 Of particular impor-
tance, Gallo et al9 found that AD patients were unable to
make source discriminations between items presented as
red words and items presented as colored line drawings,
suggesting that recall-to-reject monitoring for pictures
may be similarly impaired in these patients.

Our goal in the present study is to directly test
recall-to-reject monitoring for distinctive pictures in AD
patients and in healthy older controls and younger adults.
Although Gallo et al9 used pictorial information, their
goal was to examine the use of a distinctiveness heuristic
in patients rather than the use of a recall-to-reject process.
We used a variant of a procedure employed by Pierce
et al10 who investigated recall-to-reject processes for
words in AD patients. Pierce et al used a paradigm
consisting of both deep and shallow incidental encoding
tasks, followed by intentional study of a series of
categorized lists in which 3 typical exemplars were
omitted. Importantly, participants either deeply pro-
cessed (by making sentence congruence judgments) or
shallowly processed (by counting es) 2 of the typical
exemplars in the incidental learning phase, with the third
exemplar omitted in both learning phases. In this
paradigm, false recognition could be separated into 2
different types. The first type was termed ‘‘source-based
false recognition,’’ which occurs when participants
correctly remember an item that was previously encoun-
tered, but misattribute the item to an incorrect source.27
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In the Pierce et al study, mistakenly claiming that an item
from the incidental phase had been presented in the
categorized lists represented this type of false memory.
These source-based errors can be contrasted with a
second type of false recognition that likely stems from
a reliance on general similarity or gist information.34 In
‘‘gist-based false recognition,’’ participants correctly
remember the semantic gist of the studied category, but
are unable to use specific details of their prior encounter
with particular items (item-specific recollection) to
distinguish which category exemplars were studied
and which were not. In Pierce et al’s study, gist-based
false recognition occurred when participants mistakenly
claimed to have studied a typical category exemplar that
had not been presented in either learning phase. Pierce
et al found that healthy older adults were somewhat able
to use source recollection from the deep processing task
to avoid misattributing these items to the study lists (ie, a
recall-to-reject process), but not to the extent exhibited by
younger adults. In contrast, false recognition in AD
patients actually increased after the deep processing task,
suggesting that they were unable to use source recollec-
tion to oppose familiarity arising from incidental pre-
sentation of category exemplars.

In the present study, we used detailed color
photographs in the incidental study phase to compare
the ability of healthy older adults and AD patients to use
distinctive information at encoding to enhance later
recall-to-reject monitoring. The question we ask here is
whether older adults and AD patients can use photo-
graphs of critical category exemplars (eg, apple, chair,
football) to correctly reject these items from categorized
lists (eg, fruit, furniture, sports), in which the critical
exemplars are omitted. Correct rejection of critical
category items presented as pictures will be compared
with category items that are presented as only words.
After Gallo et al,19 we predict that older adults will be
able to use the vivid details of photographs to boost
recollection, so that recall-to-reject monitoring should be
better after pictorial encoding than after word-only
encoding, resulting in lower source-based false recogni-
tion. The critical question concerns the AD patients. Will
their limited ability to use a distinctiveness heuristic allow
them to lower source-based false recognition for pictures
relative to words (ie, a recall-to-reject monitoring process)
or will AD patients’ deficits in recollecting source
information render their recall-to-reject monitoring in-
sensitive to the encoding of distinctive pictures? If the
latter is the case, AD patients should exhibit similar levels
of source-based false recognition after pictorial versus
word-only encoding. In addition to using vivid color
photographs, we attempted to provide additional support
for recall-to-reject monitoring by changing environmental
context (ie, rooms) and by using source memory tests. We
also examined a group of younger adults to compare their
results with those of the older controls. We predict that,
like the older adults, younger adults will also be able to
use distinctive pictures to boost recall-to-reject monitor-
ing, resulting in lower source-based false recognition of

pictures relative to words. In the present study, we were
only concerned with examining source-based false recog-
nition. Because we did not test category items that were
never presented in either learning phase, we were unable
to assess levels of gist-based false recognition, although
that was not the focus of our study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Twenty patients with a clinical diagnosis of prob-

able AD (based on National Institute of Neurological and
Communicative Disorders and Stroke—Alzheimer Dis-
ease and Related Disorders Association criteria),
McKhann et al35 20 healthy older adults and 20 younger
adults participated in the experiment. Patients with AD
were recruited from the clinical population at the
Memory Disorders Unit, Brigham and Women’s Hospi-
tal, and the Boston University Alzheimer Disease Center,
both in Boston, MA. Healthy older adults were recruited
from the Boston University Alzheimer Disease Center,
participants in a longitudinal study of normal aging at
Brigham and Women’s Hospital, from spouses and
friends (but not blood relatives) of the patients, and
through flyers posted at Harvard University and at senior
centers in and around Boston. Participants were inter-
viewed to exclude those with any of the following
conditions: a history of alcoholism or substance abuse,
cerebrovascular accident, recent myocardial infarction,
present or previous treatment for psychiatric illness,
current treatment with psychoactive medication, meta-
bolic or drug toxicity, other degenerative disorders (eg,
Parkinson disease or Huntington disease), and brain
damage from another known cause (eg, hypoxia, trauma).
Written informed consent was obtained from all partici-
pants and their caregivers (where appropriate). The study
was approved by the human subjects committees of
Brigham and Women’s Hospital, the Edith Nourse
Rogers Memorial Veterans Hospital, Bedford, MA and
Harvard University. Older adults and AD patients were
paid $10 per hour for their participation. Younger adults
were paid $10 per hour or were granted partial course
credit for their participation. The patients showed mild
impairment on the Mini Mental Status Examination,36

with no one scoring below 20 (mean=24.5, range=20
to 28). See Table 1 for additional performance on
standard neuropsychologic tests. All participants had
normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing. The
patients were matched to the older adults on the basis of
age (AD patient mean=76.5 y, range=66 to 84; older
adults mean=74.1 y, range=67 to 84) and had similar
levels of education (patient mean=14.3 y, range=9 to
24; older adults mean=16.0 y, range=12 to 20). The
ages of the younger adults ranged from 19 to 26 years,
with a mean of 21.1 years.

Materials and Design
Twelve categorized word lists (eg, Fruit, Sports)

were selected and modified from the updated Battig
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and Montague norms.40,41 For the study lists, 2 sets of six
10-item word lists were chosen, set A and set B. For each
list, 2 common category members (eg, apple and orange)
were omitted and served as critical lure items. Half of the
participants studied lists from set A and the other half
studied lists from set B. List order was randomized and
kept constant for all participants. Within each list, study
words were presented in descending order of response
frequency according to the Van Overschelde et al
norms.41 For the incidental orienting tasks, 30 filler
words that were not members of any of the studied
categories were chosen so that they matched the study list
critical words with respect to word frequency. The filler
words were divided into 2 sets of 12 words each,
corresponding to sets A and B of the study lists. The
remaining 6 filler items, which were not tested later, were
included in both sets A and B. Along with the 18 filler
words, the 2 critical lure items from each of the 6 studied
categories were included, resulting in a 30-item word list
for each incidental task. For the incidental task, 1 of the 2
critical items and half of the filler items were presented as
both colored pictures and words. The other critical item
and the other half of the filler items were presented as
words only. Pictures of the items were taken from
Hemera Clip Art software.

For counterbalancing purposes, participants saw
each critical item and 12 of the filler items as a picture and
a word half of the time and as words only the other half
of the time. These 12 filler items were later tested. The
remaining 6 filler items, which were not tested later, were
always shown either as pictures and words or as words
only.

The main design consisted of a within-group
variable, critical lure type (picture and word vs. word
only) and a between-groups variable (AD patients vs.
older adults vs. younger adults). We also analyzed pure
source-based recognition of the filler items (picture and
word vs. word only) as a function of group.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually. All stimuli

were presented on Apple MacIntosh computers. The
experiment consisted of 3 parts that were conducted in 2
separate experimental rooms. First, participants saw a
series of sentence frames in which a word was omitted and
placed at the end of the sentence. Participants were
instructed to judge whether the words fit the meaning of
the sentence or not. The words included the 2 critical lures
from each of the later studied lists, along with the 18 filler
words. In the picture plus word condition, a picture of the
word was shown above the sentence frame. In the word
only condition, the word was also shown above the
sentence frame in red letters. For each critical item and
filler item that was later tested, sentence frames were
created that were congruent with the item. The same
sentence frames were used, regardless of whether the
items were presented as pictures or as words only. For
filler items that were not tested, sentence frames were
created that were incongruent with the item. This resulted
in a total of 24 congruent and 6 incongruent sentence/
word combinations. Participants read each sentence/
word frame aloud as it appeared on a computer screen
and the stimuli remained until the participants gave a
verbal response that the experimenter recorded on a piece
of paper. The experimenter then pressed the keyboard so
that the next sentence frame would appear.

After participants made judgments for all of the
sentences, they moved to a different room for the second
and third parts of the experiment. In the second part,
participants studied 6 categorized lists in blocks of 10
items each and were told to remember the items for a later
test. As in the incidental task, participants said the words
aloud as they appeared on the screen. List items were
presented 1 word at a time for 3 seconds each, with a
1-second interval between words. After all 10 items of
each list were presented, a fixation cross appeared in the
middle of the screen, indicating that the list was finished
and the next list was about to be presented.

Finally, participants were given a 96-item recogni-
tion test, presented in a different random order for each
counterbalancing condition. The test consisted of 48
studied target items, 12 target controls from nonstudied
lists, 6 critical lures that had been presented as pictures
and words in the incidental task, 6 critical lures from the
incidental task that had been presented as words only,
12 false target controls or unrelated lures (the critical
lures from each of 6 nonstudied lists), 6 filler items from
the incidental task that had been presented as pictures
and words, and 6 filler items from the incidental task that
had been presented as only words. Participants were first
instructed to indicate by saying ‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’ whether
they had seen the test word or a picture of the word
somewhere in the experiment. If their response was ‘‘yes,’’
participants were instructed to say whether the item had
appeared in this room (in the lists they had just studied)
or in the other room (in the sentence judgment task).
Participants were told further that if the item had
appeared earlier, it had been presented in only one of

TABLE 1. Results of Demographics and Standard
Neuropsychologic Measures in AD Patients

Mean SD Minimum Maximum

Age 76.50 5.35 66 85
Years of education 14.30 3.51 9 24
Test
MMSE36 24.65 2.94 19 29
Letter fluency37 31.90 14.95 13 61
Category fluency37 25.85 11.79 7 57

Short Form Boston
Naming Test (15 item)38

Spontaneous 10.50 3.49 4 15
Additional with semantic cues 0.10 0.31 0 1
Additional with phonemic cues 2.10 1.97 0 7

CERAD Word List39

Encoding 11.15 4.78 3 20
Recall 0.85 1.30 0 4
Recognition 5.35 2.21 2 9

AD indicates Alzheimer disease; CERAD, Consortium to Establish a Registry
for Alzheimer’s Disease; MMSE, Mini Mental Status Examination.
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the rooms, not both of them. Participants were given as
long as they wished to make a response. The experimenter
recorded participants’ responses by pressing keys on the
keyboard.

RESULTS
Table 2 shows the proportion of responses to each

item type that were attributed to the correct source versus
the incorrect source, along with items that were missed, as
a function of group (AD patients, older adults, and
younger adults). The table also presents corrected true
recognition (obtained by subtracting the proportion of
old responses to true target controls from the proportion
of old responses to true targets). Because we were
interested in examining the effect of distinctiveness on
recall-to-reject monitoring processes in each individual
group, we conducted a priori tests for each group
individually.

Correct Source Attributions for Critical Items
The first finding of note in Table 2 is that both

younger and healthy older adults were better at making
correct source attributions (ie, a successful recall-to-reject
process) when items had been accompanied by a picture
during the incidental encoding task than when items had
been presented as only words [F(1,19)=9.68, P<0.01,
partial Z2=0.34 for younger adults and F(1,19)=15.52,
P<0.01, partial Z2=0.45 for older adults]. This result
replicates the finding that distinctiveness enhances recall-
to-reject monitoring in younger and older adults.19

In terms of source-based false recognition, incorrect
source attributions in younger adults were reduced in
the picture-plus-word condition relative to the word-only
condition [F(1,19)=6.594, P<0.05, partial Z2=0.26].
For older adults, incorrect source attributions were
numerically lower in the picture-plus-word condition
compared with the word-only condition, although this
difference was not significant [F(1,19)=2.45, P=0.13].
It should be noted that older adults’ higher level of missed
items in the word-only condition (M=0.22) compared
with when the items had been accompanied by a picture
(M=0.12) likely contributed to the lack of a significant
difference in incorrect source attributions.

For AD patients, there was no effect of picture
encoding on correct source attributions [F(1,19)=1.31,
P=0.27]. Furthermore, incorrect source attributions
(ie, source-based false recognition) were identical in
the picture-plus-word and the word-only conditions
(M=0.42). Clearly, AD patients’ recall-to-reject mon-
itoring is not enhanced through distinctive encoding.

Correct Source Attributions for Filler Items
We also analyzed correct source attributions

for those incidentally presented items that were unrelated
to any of the categories that participants later studied.
When these filler items were accompanied by a picture
during the incidental task, older adults’ correct source
attributions were greater than when the items were
presented as only words [F(1,19)=6.00, P<0.05, partial
Z2=0.24]. Younger adults were also able to use the
pictures to make more accurate source attributions for
these items [F(1,19)=10.72, P<0.01, partial Z2=0.36].
As was the case with the critical items, however, AD
patients were unable to use the pictures to correctly
reject these items at test [F(1,19)<1]. It should be
noted that AD patients’ correct source attributions for
the filler items were no better than chance, regardless
of whether the items had been presented as pictures or
only words.

True Recognition: True Targets Minus
True Target Controls

A final analysis examined corrected true recognition
for the categorized list items studied in phase 2. True
recognition was measured as participants’ ‘‘yes’’ res-
ponses to these items, regardless of which source the items
were attributed to. As Table 2 shows, AD patients
demonstrated significantly lower levels of corrected true
recognition than did older adults [F(1,38)=127.16,
P<0.001, partial Z2=0.77]. Interestingly, older adults
exhibited higher true recognition than did younger adults
[F(1,38)=5.12, P<0.05, partial Z2=0.12].

DISCUSSION
The present study examined the ability of younger

adults, healthy older adults, and mild AD patients to use
distinctive pictorial information at encoding to later
suppress source-based false recognition, which involved
using a recall-to-reject monitoring process. We showed

TABLE 2. Proportion of Old Responses on the Recognition
Test as a Function of Item Type and Group

Group

ADPatients OlderAdults YoungerAdults

Item Type M SD M SD M SD

True targets 0.69 0.22 0.92 0.06 0.86 0.11
True target controls 0.35 0.28 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.07
True recognition (corrected) 0.33 0.22 0.90 0.06 0.83 0.14
Critical items
Picture plus word

Correct source 0.33 0.23 0.55 0.21 0.82 0.22
Incorrect source 0.42 0.24 0.33 0.21 0.13 0.20
Misses 0.24 0.20 0.12 0.12 0.05 0.08

Word only
Correct source 0.27 0.20 0.38 0.22 0.69 0.21
Incorrect source 0.42 0.27 0.41 0.23 0.25 0.22
Misses 0.31 0.26 0.22 0.19 0.07 0.10

False target controls 0.48 0.31 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.08
Filler items
Picture plus word

Correct source 0.31 0.28 0.84 0.16 0.91 0.14
Incorrect source 0.27 0.24 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.05
Misses 0.42 0.28 0.14 0.16 0.08 0.11

Word only
Correct source 0.29 0.22 0.72 0.24 0.72 0.24
Incorrect source 0.26 0.21 0.05 0.11 0.02 0.06
Misses 0.45 0.30 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.22

AD indicates Alzheimer disease; M, mean.
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that, whereas younger adults and older controls enhanced
their recall-to-reject ability by studying pictures relative
to studying only words, mild AD patients did not. This
impaired monitoring in mild AD patients was demon-
strated, not only for critical items that were typical
members of various categories, but also for filler items
that were unrelated to studied categories. Whereas older
adults have shown to be impaired on a number of tasks
that require recall-to-reject,14–18 they have shown en-
hanced recall-to-reject monitoring when distinctive pic-
tures are used.19 The present study provides additional
evidence that distinctiveness improves such monitoring in
older adults. It is of note that the older adults in this study
demonstrated rather poor source memory for incidentally
presented items, despite showing better true target
recognition than younger adults, although their source
recollection was enhanced after distinctive picture encod-
ing. This suggests that source-monitoring difficulties
among older adults may be alleviated to some extent
by manipulations that increase the distinctiveness of the
encoded event. It is also worth noting that the present
results confirm the speculation of Gallo et al19 concerning
the failure of Gallo et al15 to find an enhancement effect
of pictures on recall-to-reject monitoring in older adults.
In the Gallo et al15 study, pictures were included in both
Deese-Roediger-McDermott lists and an exclusion list
(referred to as a ‘‘helper list’’). Gallo et al19 proposed that
older adults’ monitoring of distinctive information was
made more difficult in this list-discrimination task, and
that older adults can use distinctive pictures to lower false
recognition if the pictures are presented in 1 source,
thereby making source monitoring (i.e., recall-to-reject)
better. Our study directly tests the Gallo et al19 hypothesis
and confirms it: older adults recall-to-reject monitoring is
enhanced when distinctive information is presented in
only 1 source.

For AD patients, the use of distinctive information
to reduce false recognition has only been shown under
certain conditions9,26 and only when monitoring was
diagnostic in nature. That is, false recognition reduction
in AD patients has only been shown by their limited (ie,
nonselective) use of a distinctiveness heuristic,22 in which
the absence of memory for distinctive details of studied
items (eg, pictures) is diagnostic that such items were not
presented. In contrast, false recognition reduction in the
present study required participants to recall that dis-
tinctive items were presented, which represents a recall-
to-reject process. AD patients were unable to successfully
engage in this type of monitoring.

The failure of AD patients to use distinctive picture
information to reduce source-based false recognition
extends the results of previous studies that have shown
that recall-to-reject monitoring is impaired in mild-to-
moderate AD. As noted in the introduction, Gallo et al23

provided evidence of impaired recall-to-reject in AD
patients using an associative recognition task. In this task,
patients and age-matched controls studied a series of
word pairs (eg, kite-river, fire-flute), with some pairs
presented once and some 3 times. At test, participants

were presented with intact pairs (eg, kite-river),
rearranged pairs (eg, kite-flute), and new nonstudied
pairs. Results showed that repetition of studied pairs
increased false alarms to rearranged pairs in AD patients,
but not in controls. Presumably, controls could counter-
act the increased familiarity resulting from repetition by
retrieving associative information corresponding to these
pairs, thereby allowing controls to recall that the words
had been studied in different pairs. Recollection of
associative information was impaired in AD patients,
rendering them more susceptible to familiarity-based false
alarms of the rearranged pairs. Likewise, in the present
study, retrieval of distinctive picture information from the
incidental learning task allowed older controls to reduce
their source-based false recognition relative to the
condition in which only words were incidentally pre-
sented. Therefore, encoding distinctive stimuli improved
recall-to-reject monitoring in older controls, but not in
AD patients.

We note that our results are compatible, not only
with the source-monitoring framework,27 but also with
fuzzy-trace theory.42,43 Fuzzy-trace theory posits that
events are encoded in both verbatim traces that encom-
pass the surface form of perceived experiences, including
source or contextual information, and gist traces that
represent the general meaning or pattern that results
from encoding these surface forms. Subsequent false
memories occur when verbatim traces are too weak to
oppose the gist of the experienced event. The ability to
retrieve verbatim traces, therefore, allows one to reject
nonpresented lures that represent only gist traces, a
process that Brainerd et al43 termed ‘‘recollection rejec-
tion,’’ which is a process analogous to recall-to-reject
monitoring. In the present study, distinctive picture
information may have strengthened verbatim traces in
younger adults and older controls, allowing them to reject
these lures at test. For AD patients, verbatim processing
may indeed have been greater for pictures relative to
words, but patients’ impaired verbatim memory may have
prevented them from using recollection rejection at test.
Alternatively, the presentation of pictures and words
during the incidental task may have served to offset to
some extent the semantic processing impairments shown
by AD patients on some tasks.44 Consequently, the
sentence judgment task may have helped AD patients to
connect meaning when later studying the categorized lists,
thereby strengthening false memory responses to both
pictures and words.

We do not suggest that false recognition suppres-
sion in the present study was due entirely to a recall-to-
reject monitoring process (or recollection rejection). For
the filler items that were presented in the incidental task,
but were unrelated to the categories that participants later
studied, other retrieval-monitoring processes may have
been at work. For example, when encountering a filler
item (eg, clock) at test, participants may have been able to
reject the item because it was unrelated to any of the
categories they had just studied. Indeed, younger adults
and older controls made few incorrect source attributions
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to such items, although these errors were greater when the
filler items had been presented as only words. In contrast,
AD patients made substantial source misattributions to
these items, even when the items had been studied with
distinctive pictures. The design of the present study did
not allow us to distinguish between these different
monitoring processes.

In conclusion, this study provides additional evi-
dence that distinctiveness can enhance recollection-based
monitoring processes in healthy older adults, but that
distinctiveness may have little effect on these processes in
AD patients. In particular, our results suggest that
whereas AD patients can exhibit a limited, nonspecific
use of the distinctiveness heuristic to avoid some types of
false recognition,9,26 they are unable to use distinctive
information, at least when it is incidentally presented, to
avoid false recognition when a recall-to-reject monitoring
process is required. Although it remains to be seen
whether any combination of distinctive stimuli and
instructional manipulations may help AD patients
reduce their source-based false recognition, the present
study further supports the idea that impaired monitoring
is an important factor underlying memory distortion
in AD.
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